
(July 20, 2002)Weak Ck implies Strong Ck�1Paul Garrett, garrett�math.umn.edu, 2002We show that weak Ck-ness implies (strong) Ck�1-ness for vetor-valued funtions with values in aquasi-omplete loally onvex topologial vetor spae. In partiular, weak smoothness implies smoothness.(Reall that a topologial vetor spae is quasi-omplete if every bounded Cauhy net is onvergent.)It seems that this theorem for the ase of Banah-spae-valued funtions is well-known, at least folklor-ially, but the simple general ase is at best aporyphal.(If there were any doubt, the present sense of weak di�erentiability of a funtion f does not refer todistributional derivatives, but rather to di�erentiability of every salar-valued funtion � Æ f where f isvetor-valued and � ranges over suitable ontinuous linear funtionals.)For larity and emphasis, we reall some standard de�nitions. Let V be a topologial vetorspae. Avetor-valued funtion f on an open subset U of R is di�erentiable if, for eah xo 2 U ,f 0(xo) = limx!xo (x� xo)�1 (f(x)� f(xo))exists. The funtion f is ontinuously di�erentiable if it is di�erentiable and if f 0 is ontinuous. A k-timesontinuously di�erentiable funtion is said to be Ck, and a ontinuous funtion is said to be Co. A V -valuedfuntion is weakly Ck if for every � 2 V � the salar-valued funtion � Æ f is Ck. Generally, as usual, for anR-valued funtion f on an open subset U of Rn with n � 1, say that f is di�erentiable at xo 2 U if there isa vetor Do in Rn so that (using the little-oh notation)f(x) = f(xo) + hx� xo; Doi+ o(x� xo)as x! xo, where h; i is the usual pairing Rn�Rn ! R. Suh f is ontinuously di�erentiable if the funtionxo ! Do is a ontinuous Rn-valued funtion.Theorem: Let V be a quasi-omplete loally onvex topologial vetor spae. Let f be a V -valued funtionde�ned on an interval [a; ℄. Suppose that f is weakly Ck. Then the V -valued funtion f is (strongly) Ck�1.First we needLemma: Let V be a quasi-omplete loally onvex topologial vetor spae. Fix real numbers a � b � . Letf be a V -valued funtion de�ned on [a; b) [ (b; ℄. Suppose that for eah � 2 V � the salar-valued funtion� Æ f has an extension to a funtion F� on the whole interval [a; ℄ whih is C1. Then f(b) an be hosen sothat the extended f(x) is (strongly) ontinuous on [a; ℄.Proof: For eah � 2 V �, let F� be the extension of � Æ f to a C1 funtion on [a; ℄. For eah �, thedi�erentiability of F� implies that ��(x; y) = F�(x)� F�(y)x� yhas a ontinuous extension ~�� to the ompat set [a; ℄ � [a; ℄. Thus, the image C� of [a; ℄ � [a; ℄ underthis ontinuous map is a ompat subset of R, so bounded. Thus, the subsetf�f(x)� �f(y)x� y : x 6= yg � C�is also bounded in R. Therefore, the setE = ff(x)� f(y)x� y : x 6= yg � V1



Garrett: Weak Ck implies Strong Ck�1 (July 20, 2002)is weakly bounded. It is a standard fat (from Banah-Steinhaus, Hahn-Banah, and Baire ategory argu-ments) that weak boundedness implies (strong) boundedness in a loally onvex topologial vetorspae, soE is (strongly) bounded. Thus, for a (strong, balaned, onvex) neighborhood N of 0 in V , there is to sothat (f(x)� f(y))=(x� y) 2 tN for any x 6= y in [a; ℄ and any t � to. That is,f(x)� f(y) 2 (x� y)tNThus, given N and the to determined as just above, for jx� yj < 1to we havef(x)� f(y) 2 NThat is, as x ! 0 the olletion f(x) is a bounded Cauhy net. Thus, by the quasi-ompleteness, we ande�ne f(b) 2 V as the limit of the values f(x). And in fat we see that for x! y the values f(x) approahf(y), so this extended version of f is ontinuous on [a; ℄. |Proof: (of theorem) Fix b 2 (a; ), and onsider the funtiong(x) = f(x)� f(b)x� bfor x 6= b. The assumed weak C2-ness implies that every � Æ g extends to a C1 funtion on [a; ℄. Thus, bythe lemma, g itself has a ontinuous extension to [a; ℄. In partiular,limx!b g(x)exists, whih exatly implies that f is di�erentiable at b. Thus, f is di�erentiable throughout [a; ℄.To prove the ontinuity of f 0, onsider again the funtion of two variables (initially for x 6= y)g(x; y) = f(x) � f(y)x� yThe weak C2-ness of f assures that g extends to a weakly C1 funtion on [a; ℄ � [a; ℄. In partiular, thefuntion x ! g(x; x) of (the extended) g is weakly C1. This funtion is f 0(x). Thus, f 0 is weakly C1, so is(strongly) Co.Suppose that we already know that f is C`, for ` < k � 1. Then onsider the `th derivative g = f (`) off . This funtion g is at least weakly C2, so is (strongly) C1 by the �rst part of the argument. That is, f isat least C`+1. |
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